Partitioning of intermontane basins by thrust-related folding, Tien Shan, Kyrgyzstan
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ABSTRACT

Well-preserved, actively deforming folds in the Tien Shan of Kyrgyzstan provide a natural laboratory for the study of the evolution of thrust-related folds. The uplifted limbs of these folds comprise weakly indurated Cenozoic strata that mantle well-lithified Palaeozoic bedrock. Their contact is a regionally extensive unconformity that provides a persistent and readily traceable marker horizon. Based on the deformation of this marker, preserved fold geometries support simple geometric models for along-strike gradients in fold amplitude and displacement along the underlying faults, linkage among multiple structures, transfer of displacement among folds and evolution of the folds as geomorphic entities. Subsequent to initial uplift and warping of the unconformity surface, steeply dipping reverse faults cut the forelimbs of many of these folds. Wind gaps, water gaps, recent faulting and progressive stripping of the more readily eroded Cenozoic strata indicate the ongoing lateral propagation and vertical growth of fault-related folds. The defeat of formerly antecedent rivers coincides in several places with marked increases in erosional resistance where their incising channels first encountered Palaeozoic bedrock. Persistent dip angles on the backlimbs of folds indicate strikingly uniform geometries of the underlying faults as they propagate both laterally and vertically through the crust. Deformation switches irregularly forward and backward in both time and space among multiple active faults and folds with no systematic pattern to the migration of deformation. This distributed deformation appears characteristic of the entire Kyrgyz Tien Shan.

INTRODUCTION

Intracontinental mountain building in convergent settings usually occurs as a result of the nucleation and growth of thrust faults. As thrust belts emerge as topographic entities, they define intermontane basins in which the detritus eroded from the bounding ranges accumulates. As convergence continues, at least three patterns of deformation can accommodate the ongoing shortening: the early formed thrusts can continue to move and accumulate more and more displacement; the zone of deformation can widen as new thrusts emerge along the flanks of the mountain belt; or new thrusts can develop within and between the existing mountains during densification of the thrust system. In this last scenario, the new thrusts will often encroach upon or subdivide the pre-existing intermontane basins. The Tien Shan of Kyrgyzstan represent a zone of intracontinental convergence in which shortening occurs in response to the ongoing convergence between India and Siberia. Recent geodetic studies indicate present shortening rates of $\approx 13$ mm yr$^{-1}$ within the Kyrgyz Tien Shan (Abdrakhmatov et al., 1996) and suggest that, when the shortening along the northern margin of the Tarim Basin is included, the total shortening is likely to be $\approx 20$ mm yr$^{-1}$ (Michel et al., 1997): an amount equal to $\approx 40\%$ of the modern Indo-Asian convergence rate. In western Kyrgyzstan, the Tien Shan comprises five thrust-bounded ranges which are aligned approximately east–west and are separated from each other by intermontane basins typically 15–50 km wide (Chediya, 1986; Ghose et al., 1996) (Fig. 1). Whereas shortening is presently occurring along existing range-bounding faults and the overall zone of deformation appears to be widening to the north (the first two options above), it is clear that the present intermontane basins are also being partitioned by the development of new thrust faults.

In the southern Naryn Basin and directly to the south of the Naryn River, an array of thrusts and fault-related folds have emerged which define the current basin margin (Fig. 2) and which separate the Naryn Basin from the Atbash Basin in the south (Omuraliev & Korzhcnkov,
Fig. 1. Schematic map of the major ranges and basins of the Tien Shan in the Kyrgyz Republic. Study area encompasses the ranges which define the present-day southern margin of the Naryn Basin and northern margin of the At Bashi Basin. Modified after Geological map of Kirghiz SSR (1980).

1995). These structures range from nascent folds to strongly emergent bedrock folds which are cut by steeply dipping reverse faults and which exhibit as much as 7 km of structural relief. The resultant ranges provide an excellent opportunity to examine the growth of fault-related folds, displacement transfer between multiple structures, spatial and temporal displacement variations, and the geomorphic response to rock uplift within these active folds and thrusts. In this paper, we present simple models which relate the growth of individual and multiple structures with geomorphic processes. Based on reconnaissance mapping, field observations, and interpretation of satellite images and aerial photography, we examine the ranges bounding the southern Naryn Basin in the context of the models. Finally, we discuss what the structures and geomorphology suggest in terms of the sequence of deformation and the way in which the upper crust responds to continued contractional stresses.

BACKGROUND GEOLOGY OF THE TIEN SHAN

The Tien Shan of Kyrgyzstan are bounded by the Tarim Basin to the south and the relatively stable Kazakh platform to the north. Comprising primarily Palaeozoic rocks and lesser amounts of lower Mesozoic strata (USSR, ANKSAMoG, 1980), the Tien Shan were deformed by two Palaeozoic orogenies (Burtman, 1975). The approximately east–west-trending ‘Nikolai Line’ in the central Tien Shan (Fig. 1) defines a tectonic boundary in central Kyrgyzstan between extensively intruded rocks to the north that were deformed in early Palaeozoic times and unintruded strata to the south that were deformed during late Palaeozoic times (Burtman, 1975). Lying south of the Nikolai Line, the bedrock ranges of the southern Naryn Basin comprise Palaeozoic miogeoclinal strata, primarily Carboniferous carbonate and siliciclastic strata. Following Palaeozoic and early to mid Mesozoic deformation, the bedrock throughout the study area was largely bevelled by erosion prior to the onset of extensive Cenozoic deposition (Makarov, 1977; Sadybakasov, 1990).

The profound, commonly angular, unconformity across the pre-Cenozoic rocks provides a remarkable structural marker that can be used to define the magnitude of folding and rock uplift within many parts of the Tien Shan (Chediya, 1986; Omuraliev & Korzhenkov, 1995). During the early Cenozoic in the study area, the tilt and topographic relief on this unconformity appear to have been minimal. Prominently bedded Cenozoic strata overlying the Palaeozoic bedrock can be traced extensively along the flanks of folds in the study area. Because the stratigraphic height of nearly any traceable Cenozoic bed above the unconformity varies by less than a few metres across the several kilometres of these exposures, it is clear that the unconformity can be considered to be a nearly horizontal datum at the time of initial Cenozoic deposition. Thus, subsequent tilting, uplift, folding and faulting of this surface provide key controls on the magnitude of Cenozoic deformation. Palaeontological studies indicate that Cenozoic strata in the Naryn and At Bashai basins span from Oligocene to Quaternary times (Turbin et al., 1972). These strata are nonmarine and comprise facies associations interpreted to represent alluvial fan, fluvial, floodplain and shallow lacustrine depositional settings. In the study area, the Cenozoic strata prior to deformation were generally 4–6 km thick (Makarov, 1977; Sadybakasov, 1990). These strata are weakly to moderately cemented and are far more readily eroded than the underlying Palaeozoic rocks.
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Fig. 2. a. Satellite image of the southern Naryn Basin and the bedrock uplifts that separate it from the At Bashi Basin. Schematic structures are also depicted. The highly dissected parts of the landscape correspond with Cenozoic strata, whereas the smooth surfaces along the northern flank of the major uplifts represent the uplifted, exposed, but little dissected unconformity surface cut across Palaeozoic bedrock. b. Smoothed topography of the study area and location of subsequent figures. For location, see Fig. 1.
MODELS FOR FAULT AND FOLD GROWTH AND GEOMORPHIC INTERACTIONS WITH GROWING FOLDS

Growth and linkage of individual thrust faults and folds

Both thrust and normal faults appear to follow similar scaling laws for growth (Boyce & Elliott, 1982; Dawers et al., 1993; Scholz et al., 1993; Anders & Schleische, 1994; Cartwright et al., 1995; Clark & Cox, 1996), in that, as displacement accumulates, the faults propagate laterally and lengthen (Cowie & Scholz, 1992a). Displacement gradients along individual faults display a bow-like or bell-shaped geometry (Elliott, 1976; Cowie & Scholz, 1992b) with a rapid tapering of displacement toward the tips (Fig. 3). The ratio of maximum displacement to fault length for thrusts tends to vary from 1:10 to 1:100 (Scholz, 1990). As with normal faults (Cartwright et al., 1995; Dawers & Anders, 1995), thrust faults may develop as isolated structures, or may link up with adjoining thrusts as propagating thrust tips interfere with and intersect each other (Fig. 3). Although linkage among multiple thrusts gradually smooths variations in displacement gradients, zones of lesser displacement (deficits) along strike may mark the location of overlap and joining of formerly separate thrusts in a style similar to that proposed for normal faults (Simpson & Anders, 1992; Anders & Schleische, 1994). Deformation patterns of fold limbs developed above blind thrusts depend on the fault slip-to-propagation ratio, the geometry of the underlying faults, the mechanical behaviour of the deforming strata and the geometry of folding. For example, folds that develop via fault propagation, buckle, detachment, displacement gradient or trishear each have different predicted deformational geometries (Suppe & Medwedeff, 1990; Erslev, 1991; Homza & Wallace, 1995; Allmendinger, 1998). Because of these differences in fold geometries, there is no guarantee that crestal uplift in a fold is linearly related to displacement on the underlying fault. Nonetheless, if a given style of deformation persists along strike, then there may be a consistent and predictable relationship between fold growth and increasing displacement on the causative faults. In such cases, the amplitude of folding as exemplified by the structural relief on the fold crest provides a proxy for displacement on the underlying faults.

Transfer of displacement among multiple folds

In en echelon structures, the propagating tips of faults often do not physically link together as the faults grow. Although the trends of the fault surfaces are parallel to one another, they are offset from each other perpendicular to strike (Philip & Meghraoui, 1983; Sylvester, 1988; Davis et al., 1989; Dawers & Anders, 1995). In these circumstances, as the displacement along one fault dies towards its tip, this decrease may be compensated for by increasing offset on an en echelon fault. When folds develop above en echelon blind thrusts, the magnitude of shortening, as reflected by the amplitude of folding, may display similar compensation among parallel, but offset structures (Fig. 4). Any individual thrust fault or fold will commonly reveal strong gradients in displacement or in amplitude along the structure. When regional shortening is integrated perpendicular to strike through multiple overlapping structures, however, variations in total displacement may be considerably smoothed. This should be the expected condition if shortening is occurring within a zone bounded by two rigid, converging crustal blocks and is accommodated by an array of structures developing along their common boundary. Such a condition would indicate that stresses are uniformly distributed throughout the region. In the case of multiple folds, transfer of displacement between structures can be inferred from comparisons of bed-length changes along those parts of the folds that overlap in an orientation perpendicular to the regional shortening direction (Fig. 4).

Geomorph ic evolution of folds

As folding and thrusting propagate into a depositional basin, the growing structures convert regions that were formerly depositional basins into erosional source areas.
The emergent crest of the fold will be a plunging structure that propagates laterally as the underlying fault accumulates displacement. Typically the emergent fold comprises weakly lithified, recently deposited sediment that can be readily eroded. When catchment areas on the rising fold are large enough to provide a sufficient water discharge and when slopes are adequately steep, channels are incised into the formerly pristine fold surface (Dietrich et al., 1992; Montgomery & Dietrich, 1992). Through time as the fold limbs grow, these channels expand to cover the flanks of the fold and are driven headward into the bedrock. Stream density, dissection of the fold surface, sediment flux, and mass-wasting into channel heads and flanks all tend to increase as the fold is amplified (Broussis et al., 1995; Burbank et al., 1996c; Talling et al., 1997; Keller et al., 1998). If the pregrowth strata, i.e. those strata deposited prior to the initiation of fold growth (Suppe et al., 1992), are lithologically uniform, predictable geomorphic changes develop along the length of the plunging, growing fold.

Our model for fold evolution in the Tien Shan resembles the general model described above, with two important exceptions: first, the forelimbs of many of the folds are cut by high-angle reverse faults that contribute to crestal uplift, but also interrupt the smooth fold geometry; and second, the marked contrast in erodability between the Cenozoic and Palaeozoic rocks strongly influences the large-scale geomorphic shape of the fold (Fig. 5). As a fold initiates and its crest is raised above local base level, ready incision and stripping of the weakly cemented Cenozoic strata results in a high drainage density on its limbs. As shortening and crestal uplift continue, Palaeozoic rocks may also be carried above local base level and subjected to erosion. Because it requires greater erosive energy to initiate channel incision in the Palaeozoic strata, stripping of the Cenozoic strata initially reveals the folded, but largely undissected erosion surface. Owing to the higher threshold for channel initiation in the Palaeozoic rocks, the drainage density that is eventually etched into the unconformity surface is much lower than that found in the Cenozoic strata. Once the Cenozoic strata are removed, a key attribute of many of these folds is the persistence of the unconformity surface whose geometry helps define both the magnitude of shortening and the geometry of the subsurface deformation (Omuraliev & Korzhnikov, 1995).

The relative geomorphic age of the fold can be inferred from the amount of structural uplift of rocks in the fold, the degree of stripping of the weaker strata from the crest and flanks of the fold and the degree of preservation or erosion of the unconformity surface bounding the Palaeozoic rocks. Geomorphically older, larger folds are characterized by more removal of Cenozoic strata from their crest and flanks, by increasing dissection of the resistant Palaeozoic rocks and by gradual erosional obliteration of the unconformity surface that defines the shape of the fold.

The growth of a fold as a topographic feature causes interactions with the pre-existing drainage network. In general, antecedent rivers that cross the axes of growing folds (Fig. 6) can either maintain their courses across the fold or be deflected away from its rising crest (Oberlander, 1985; Burbank et al., 1996c; Tucker & Slingerland, 1996). Persistence of an antecedent river across a fold is favoured by slow rates of rock uplift in the fold, readily eroded strata across the fold crest and rivers with large upstream catchments and high discharges. Deflection is promoted by rapid rates of fold growth, crestal rocks that are resistant to erosion and low discharge in the rivers whose former courses traversed the fold axis. In circumstances where erodable strata lie above resistant strata, antecedent rivers are likely to persist across growing folds until they encounter resistant strata, at which point some rivers, especially those with low discharge, may be defeated and deflected (Fig. 6).

In order to maintain an antecedent course, a river must incise over time approximately as rapidly as rock uplift occurs in the crestal area of the fold. For most folds growing above blind faults, coseismic fold growth greatly outweighs river incision (Meghraoui et al., 1988). If, however, the interseismic interval is sufficiently long, if interseismic rock uplift is sufficiently small and if the river is sufficiently powerful, river incision can keep pace with the long-term rock-uplift rates (Burbank et al., 1996b). Although there is no single mechanistic explanation that is widely accepted for erosion by rivers (Slingerland et al., 1998), one commonly cited measure of a river’s ability to incise its bed is its unit stream power (Howard et al., 1994): the energy that is available to do work on a given area of the river bed (Fig. 7). An
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Fig. 5. Structural and geomorphic development of a fold. Strong contrasts in erodability favour rapid removal of the overlying, weakly cemented strata, whereas the well-lithified Palaeozoic rocks resist erosion. The unconformity between these strata provides a reliable marker with which to track the deformation. With sufficient rock uplift, the bedrock also begins to be significantly modified by erosion.

Fig. 6. Interactions of folds with rivers. a. Perspective view of a growing fold with two antecedent rivers traversing the fold trend. The strata within the fold comprise a succession of weakly resistant strata underlain by highly resistant strata. As the fold lengthens and its crest rises, rivers initially maintain their courses because they readily incise the weak strata. When more resistant strata are encountered, the stream with the lesser stream power is defeated and then deflected around the nose of the fold. This defeat creates a wind gap that marks the former position of the antecedent river. b. Cross-sectional view of the fold shows ready incision into weak strata, followed by defeat of one formerly antecedent stream when resistant rocks are encountered and local stream power is insufficient to maintain the river’s course across the fold.

errosion rate based on unit stream power would be proportional to \((Q \cdot S) / w\), where \(Q = \) discharge, \(S = \) river slope and \(w = \) river width. Because discharge is proportional to upstream catchment area (Howard et al., 1994), river erosion rates will be enhanced by any combination of large catchments, steep river gradients and narrow river widths (Fig. 7).

**TECTONIC GEOMORPHOLOGY OF THE SOUTHERN NARYN BASIN**

Growth of individual and linked folds

Two types of folds are apparent in the southern Naryn Basin: nascent folds that have lifted only Cenozoic strata above local base level and more fully developed folds...
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Fig. 7. Schematic relationships between discharge, stream slope and channel width for antecedent streams traversing a rising anticline. Discharge is assumed to be proportional to upstream catchment area. Steep river gradients and large upstream catchments increase total stream power. For any given discharge and slope, specific stream power increases with decreasing river width. The greater the specific stream power, the more rapidly the river is able to incise the bedrock of its bed and the more likely it will be able to keep pace with rock uplift in a fold.

that carry Palaeozoic rocks above local base level (Fig. 8). A clear example of the former type is found parallel to and just south of the Naryn River at Daulan Ark (Figs 2a and 9). The topographic crest of this fold sits only 400 m above the surrounding plains. The opposing noses of the fold plunges symmetrically at c.3–4°. When the topographic discontinuities at the water and wind gaps are ignored, the crestal profile displays a broad, bell-shaped profile (Figs 3 and 9).

Several closely spaced antecedent rivers traverse the fold axis, their gradients through the water gaps are typical for small rivers in active folds (0.5–2°) (Burbank et al., 1996) and some of their catchments extend only a few kilometres into the hinterland. One stream has been defeated and its former course is represented by a wind gap (Fig. 9b). The channels which led to this former water gap are clearly preserved in the upstream alluvial surface (Fig. 9a).

These observations are interpreted to indicate that only modest unit stream power is required to incise river beds fast enough to keep pace with the rising strata. Preservation of the channels upstream of the wind gap suggests that abandonment only occurred recently. As might be predicted, the smallest stream traversing the crest of the fold was defeated first. Overall, this fold is interpreted to typify these characteristics of the early stages of the growth and geomorphic evolution of folds in this area: structural uplift of only a few hundred

Fig. 8. Drainage map of the southern Naryn and western At Bash basin, showing the location and orientation of major structures. There are three categories of catchment areas with respect to structure. Those traversing across growing folds are shown in grey. Other catchments are restricted to either the forelimb (south side) or backlimb (north side) of the major folds.
and eventually Palaeozoic bedrock are raised above local base level. As much as 5 km of fold amplification may be required, however, before Palaeozoic rocks are raised above local base level. Although the Cenozoic strata tend to be stripped rapidly from the crest and flanks of the fold, several hundred metres to several kilometres of strata may arch across the fold crest in the early stages of fold amplification. In any folds in which the Palaeozoic bedrock has been raised more than ≈500 m above the adjacent valleys, the Cenozoic strata have been entirely removed from the crest and upper limbs of the fold. Folds which have experienced several kilometres of rock uplift preserve hogbacks or flats of Cenozoic strata only along the lower few hundred metres of their flanks (Fig. 10). On all of the large folds studied in the southern Naryn Basin, the unconformity at the base of the Cenozoic strata is extensively preserved across their flanks (Fig. 11a). Topographic profiles following the exhumed unconformity surface along the crests of the folds (Fig. 12) show gradients in the altitude of the folds’ crests that are geometrically similar to those shown by the nascent fold (Fig. 9), but which are greatly amplified. The magnitude of crestal uplift is as much as 2 km above local base level along these structures that are 20–50 km long and have noses that plunge at 6–12°. Slope angles for the exposed unconformity surface on the backlimb of these folds were calculated based on a 3-arcsecond DEM of the region. Despite the expected broadening of the slope distributions owing to moderate dissection of the unconformity surface by fluvial channels, most of the slopes on each fold cluster within a few degrees of each other (Fig. 13).

Two of the folds (Xrebet Kara Too and Karacha) show simple along-strike crestal profiles. The largest departures from a smoothly varying profile occur above ≈3500 m (Fig. 12). We interpret these topographic irregularities to have resulted from glacial erosion and periglacial processes that have incised several hundred metres below the unconformity surface. Despite these topographic departures, the overall smooth profiles are interpreted as a response to growth of a single propagating fault beneath the fold. If this interpretation were correct, it would be expected that the backlimb of the fold would display uniform slope angles along its length. Our field observations on the unconformity surface support this inference. Moreover, slope angles calculated on the backlimbs of the folds (Fig. 13a) clearly show that most of the slopes cluster tightly around the mean slope angle, despite the ongoing dissection of the unconformity surface. The Gory Baybeiche profile is more complex. Along the 45-km length of the fold, multiple summits and broad exposures of the unconformity are located at ≈3500 m (Fig. 12). As shortening and crestal uplift continue in the southern Naryn Basin, greater thicknesses of Cenozoic strata...
displacements (<150 m at the surface) that cut through the backlimb of the fold. We interpret the elongate topographic profile with concordant crestal elevations as resulting from the linkage of several structures whose former terminations are marked by the present water gaps. By analogy with our models (Fig. 3), linkage has led to smoothing of the amplitude gradients along the folds. Additional evidence for linkage of several structures derives from the clear traces of multiple faults that cut the backlimb of the folds and display bow-shaped gradients in the amplitude of offset along these traces. Furthermore, histograms of slope angles (Fig. 13b) show consistent slopes within each individual region of the fold limb that is delimited by a fault, but contrasting slopes between these regions. An alternative explanation would be that the pattern of rock uplift along Gory Baybeiche is simply more box-like with strong displacement gradients at the extremities and very little variation within the intervening part of the structure. This pattern is less compatible with the systematic changes in amplitude displayed by the other folds (Figs 9 and 11), but may represent another mode of fault-fold growth in which abrupt structural discontinuities, such as lateral ramps or tear faults, determine the lateral extent of fold growth (Mueller & Talling, 1997).

**Wind gaps, water gaps and fold propagation**

As has been observed in other growing folds (Burbank et al., 1996c; Jackson et al., 1996, Keller et al., 1998), as folds rise and widen, formerly antecedent rivers may be defeated and diverted either around the nose of the fold (Fig. 6) or into a river already traversing the fold, but crossing closer to its propagating nose. When the lateral tips of thrust faults and overlying fold noses propagate toward each other, it would be expected that rivers deflected out of previous antecedent courses would be focused toward the zone of linkage between the two structures (Fig. 12), whereas wind gaps along the fold’s crest would mark the former courses of transverse rivers (Jackson et al., 1996).

Along the crest of the Gory Baybeiche fold, there are wind gaps presently at an altitude of 3000–3400 m (Fig. 12). These rivers only succeeded in incising a few hundred metres into the Palaeozoic rocks before they were defeated. Presently, the backlimb of the Baybeiche structure is etched by channels that originate on the unconformity surface and have incised 5–20 m through it (Fig. 2a). The Karacha fold is interrupted near its western terminus by the water gap of the modern At Hashi River, which cuts a gorge several hundred metres deep (Fig. 12). The course of the river turns abruptly westward several kilometres prior to crossing the fold axis. We interpret this pattern to result from deflection of the river during early growth and topographic emergence of the anticline. Given the large discharges of the At Hashi River, it should be able to incise successfully into any rising fold. Rather than incising vertically into the fold, this apparent deflection suggests that coseismic uplift near the nose of the propagating fold caused westward avulsion into the undeformed floodplain.

Near the western terminus of the Xiebet Kara Too fold, a wind gap (Fig. 10b) provides key evidence concerning interactions of folds and river systems. The wind gap is 1.5 km east of and 80 m above the structural and topographic low point where two folds join and where the present Kara Bulun River crosses the folds via a water gap at or near their juncture. Basal Cenozoic strata exposed adjacent to the wind gap arch across the fold crest (Fig. 10b). South across the Kara Bulun valley from the wind gap, there are alluvial surfaces which project toward the present wind gap and which presently are isolated 40–50 m above the modern valley floor. These alluvial surfaces suggest that a river was flowing through the present wind gap at the time those surfaces were active. The low point of the wind gap coincides with the unconformity surface. Presently exposed at this site, the presence of karstic breccias that developed on the Palaeozoic carbonates as the unconformity was formed indicates very limited dissection of the unconformity surface has occurred. The observations that this low point coincides with the first resistant, i.e. Palaeozoic, bedrock and that the alluvial surfaces across the valley project toward the low point suggest that abandonment of the former water gap occurred at the time these resistant rocks were first encountered (Fig. 6). At that time, the bedrock resistance is interpreted to have exceeded the unit stream power of the traversing river and caused its deflection westward into the water gap where the Kara Bulun River presently flows.

At the Kara Bulun water gap, only the uppermost Palaeozoic bedrock is exposed at the surface (Fig. 11). One might wonder whether this river will soon be defeated, too. This appears unlikely in the short term, because the present water gap is localized in a structural and topographic low between two growing folds: there is no lower position to which the river can be diverted. It is possible that, as the fold amplifies, the river will not be able to keep pace with the rock uplift rate. Rather than resulting in abandonment, however, this may simply cause the upstream catchment to aggrade as the relative elevation of the river bed across the fold crest increases and as the river gradient steepens downstream of the crest.

**Unit stream power through water gaps**

Three types of catchment geometries are displayed in the vicinity of the southern Naryn folds (Fig. 8): (1) catchments that extend to the crest, but not across the fold axis; (2) ‘hourglass-shaped’ catchments that extend through the fold crest and contain water gaps; and (3) catchments on the upstream side of the folds that contain deflected rivers flowing away from or parallel to the folds. Two catchments that feed antecedent rivers transecting Gory Baybeiche (Fig. 14) vary by a factor of 4–5 in
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on the bed per unit width. This provides a mechanism for maintaining the course of both rivers across the fold, despite their differences in catchment area. Alternatively, this could be conceptualized as the river adjusting its width until its specific stream power is sufficient to drive erosion of its bed at a rate equal to the rock uplift rate.

Displacement transfer

When the tips of two, oppositely plunging, en echelon folds have propagated past each other, our model suggests that shortening can be partitioned between them, such that the total shortening across them remains constant despite variations on an individual structure (Fig. 4). The overlapping and oppositely plunging noses of the Gory Baybeiche and Xrebet Kara Too structures provide a unique opportunity to assess the trade-off in shortening between these folds (Fig. 2). Topographic profiles constructed roughly perpendicular to the fold axes and roughly parallel to the shortening direction (Fig. 15) exhibit characteristics predicted by our model for transfer between folds whose noses overlap: as one fold dies in amplitude, the adjacent one grows (Fig. 4). The amount of shortening could be quantified, if a similar structural level could be followed across both folds. The unconform-

Fig. 11. Structural and geomorphic relationships near the nose of the plunging Xrebet Kara Too fold. Nearly all Cenozoic strata have been stripped off the older Kara Too fold to the east. Two wind gaps, each floored by resistant Palaeozoic bedrock, reflect progressive abandonment of antecedent courses as the fold grew in amplitude and propagated laterally. their areas and presumably in their discharges, given that they are immediately adjacent to one another so that they should experience similar distributions of precipitation. A steeper river gradient in the smaller catchment, in combination with an observed bankfull width that is $\approx 40\%$ narrower than in the gorge of the larger catchment, results in a unit stream power that is nearly equal (Fig. 14) between the two catchments. This equality suggests that, as the rivers cut through the water gap and encounter the rising folds, they expend similar energy

Fig. 12. Longitudinal topographic profiles along the bedrock folds show bow-shaped displacement gradients. Especially near the termini of the folds, the unconformity surface capping the Palaeozoic bedrock has been little modified by erosion. Consequently, the topography mimics the displacement. Prominent water gaps, such as that occupied by the At Bashai River in the Karacha fold, occur near the tips of some structures. Note the wind gaps preserved along several of the folds. The elongate, box-like profile of the Gory Baybeiche structure is interpreted to result from along-strike linkage of several folds. Water gaps through the Gory Baybeiche fold are interpreted to correspond with zones where folds propagating toward each other subsequently linked up. See Fig. 2(b) for location.

Fig. 10. a. Cenozoic strata unconformably overlying Palaeozoic strata along the northern flank of the Xrebet Kara Too fold. Note the the parallelism of the Cenozoic bedding and the unconformity, indicating that the unconformity was essentially horizontal during at least the initial stages of Cenozoic deposition. Hence, deformation of that surface post-dates early Cenozoic deposition. Except in a few isolated pockets, Cenozoic strata have been stripped from the folded unconformity surface. High-angle (at least $70^\circ$) reverse faults cut the forelimb near the fold crest and juxtapose Cenozoic Shamsi beds with younger Chu strata. b. View down-plunge to the west along the Xrebet Kara Too fold. Basal Cenozoic strata arch across the wind gap (middle ground) and define the crest of the fold. The wind gap is floored by karstic weathering developed along the unconformity surface, suggesting that the wind gap was abandoned at the time that the resistant Palaeozoic strata were encountered by the formerly antecedent river. In the background, a younger fold displays less shortening, a thick mantle of Cenozoic strata on its backlimb and high-angle thrusts cutting its forelimb. c. View east along syncline between the Gory Baybeiche fold and the westward extension of the Kara Too fold (left). The unconformity is folded across the steep forelimb of the Kara Too fold and rises abruptly on the uniformly dipping backlimb of the Gory Baybeiche fold. Cenozoic strata have been eroded down to the altitude of the Palaeozoic strata in the crest of the outer, northerly fold.

Fig. 13. Distributions of slope angles on the back limb of the (a) Kara Too and (b) eastern Gory Baybeiche folds. Slope angles are calculated on a 3 × 3 grid (±180 × 180 m) using a 1-arcsecond DEM. Despite dissection of these surfaces, clear mean slope angles are apparent. The double peak on Gory Baybeiche occurs in that part of the fold where a prominent thrust offsets the unconformity surface. The steeper slopes occur on the hangingwall of that thrust which is more rotated than its footwall. The mean slope angles are apparent that a similar structural level is being measured in each fold. Note the similarity of the topographic profiles to that predicted when deformation is transferred between two oppositely growing structures (Fig. 4): as one dies, the other grows, and the total shortening remains fairly constant along strike. For location of the cross-sections, see Fig. 2(b).

Fig. 14. Two catchments crossing Gory Baybeiche fold vary by 400–500% with respect to the catchment area upstream of the water gap and by 250–300% in total stream power. Despite the contrast between the two catchments in the average slope of the river, the specific stream power is calculated to be nearly equivalent between them. See Fig. 8 for location.

Fig. 15. Topographic profiles across the oppositely plunging and overlapping termini of the Gory Baybeiche and Xrebet Kara Too folds. The lines of the topographic profiles are orientated roughly perpendicular to the fold axes. Except low on the flanks where Cenozoic strata remain, the topographic surface of both folds is defined primarily by the unconformity surface, such that a similar structural level is being measured in each fold. Despite dissection of these surfaces, clear mean slope angles are apparent that a similar structural level is being measured in each fold. Note the similarity of the topographic profiles to that predicted when deformation is transferred between two oppositely growing structures (Fig. 4): as one dies, the other grows, and the total shortening remains fairly constant along strike. For location of the cross-sections, see Fig. 2(b).

Fig. 16. This is less than the total shortening because it fails to account for folding of the unconformity surface in the buried forelimbs of the folds.

**Structural geometry**

Depending on its location, a structure section across the strike of the ranges of the southern Naryn Basin could...
Partitioning of intermontane basins

rocks just breach the present-day surface. The backlimb of this fold dips 20–25° to the NNW before being folded into a gentle syncline and cut by a steep (≈60°) reverse fault that offsets the Palaeozoic rocks and plays into more gently dipping faults (≈30°) as it branches into the Cenozoic strata. These faults define the southern limit of the Kara Too structure as it dies toward the east. Another 4 km to the north, the Karacha structure is defined by a forelimb that is cut in places by a steep (75°) reverse fault (Fig. 13). The Palaeozoic rocks at the crest of the Karacha structure define ≈7 km of structural relief with respect to the position of the top of the Palaeozoic rocks in the At Bashi basin 15 km to the south (Fig. 17). In the Cenozoic strata to the north of Karacha, dips decrease to ≈3–10° across much of the southern Naryn Basin.

Because we lack detailed subsurface data in this area, numerous structural geometries could be compatible with our surface observations. Our structural interpretation is influenced by recent seismic data from elsewhere in the Kyrgyz Tien Shan (Roeker et al., 1993; Ghose et al., 1996; Mellors et al., 1997) which suggest that reverse faults with dips of about 45° often rupture upward through 15–20 km of seismogenic crust. In the study area, our surface observations of reverse faults dipping 65–80° suggest that the deeper faults may steepen within the Palaeozoic rocks near the surface. As Cenozoic strata are encountered by these faults, they become much less steep (<30°) at a few sites. Fold geometries and dips of faults at the surface are consistent with an overall southward vergence in the study area.

Geometric constraints imposed by the relative altitude of the unconformity surface within the ranges suggest that, at the start of growth of the faulted folds described here, the bedrock beneath the Naryn Basin was flexed asymmetrically toward the north. We hypothesize that the load of the ranges bordering the northern basin along the Nikolai Line (Fig. 1) drove this subsidence and an apparent throw of approximately 0.5 km. At the highest segments of the anticlinal crest, the Palaeozoic rocks have little geomorphic expression. Reconstruction of the sequence of deformation

In the absence of reliable chronological control on the timing of each structure, we rely on structural and geomorphic criteria to predict the deformation sequence.
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First, we assume that as thrust-related folds develop, they follow a predictable pattern of progressive erosion (Fig. 5), such that degree of preservation of the unconformity surface or the dissection and removal of the Cenozoic strata can be used as a proxy for relative age. Second, if faults offset geomorphic features, they are considered active. Third, the presence or absence of folding of geomorphic markers, such as fluvial terraces, indicates the degree of recent activity on an underlying fold. Fourth, a fold that deflects a river that flows in an undeflected course past the nose of second fold is younger than the second fold. Fifth, in the absence of active faults or deformed geomorphic features, we assume that, once folding begins, the rates of shortening do not vary greatly among individual folds. This assumption would be invalid if, for example, a fold initiated at 2 Ma, but had a growth rate that was 60% slower than a fold that commenced at 1 Ma. At present, we cannot test this assumption. Based on these assumptions, older folds display higher relief, greater incision of Palaeozoic bedrock, more extensive removal of Cenozoic strata, and less continuity of the folded unconformity surface, whereas the younger folds have lower relief, more Cenozoic cover, less Palaeozoic bedrock exposed, less dissection of the unconformity surface and clearer association with deflected rivers.

The reconstructed fold-growth sequence (Fig. 18) indicates that deformation began with growth of the At Bashi fold in the south. The 5 km of structural relief is the largest on any structure in the section. Nonetheless, there is almost no geomorphic expression of this fold, because the Palaeozoic rocks barely reach the geomorphic surface. West of the At Bashi River, a southward-sloping pediment surface and straths which were cut into the Cenozoic strata across the axis of the At Bashi fold are presently isolated 300–600 m above the river. Based on the position of these surfaces with respect to dated terraces in the Naryn Basin, they are interpreted to be middle Pleistocene in age. More importantly, even though they are cut across the axis of the fold, they are essentially undeformed, indicating that the underlying fold has not been active since the middle Pleistocene (> 130 ka).

The en echelon Gory Baybeiche, Kara Too and Karacha structures are interpreted to have developed next. Although the sequencing of development of these three structures is not unequivocal, Kara Too is interpreted as the first to form, based on geomorphic criteria. It is the fold with the greatest relief, greatest dissection of the unconformity surface along its backlimb and most erosion of the Palaeozoic bedrock in its higher, glaciated reaches. Apparently young fault scarps and the recently abandoned wind gap at its west end (Fig. 11) suggest that Kara Too is still propagating westward. Gory Baybeiche and Karacha have many similarities, but Gory Baybeiche is inferred to have formed earlier, because its unconformity surface is slightly more dissected, its elongate crest seems to have formed from linkage of several faults at depth and it is being cut more extensively by younger faults along its backlimb. Like the Xrebet Kara Too and Gory Baybeiche structures, the Karacha fold is almost completely stripped of Cenozoic strata. The At Bashi River has been deflected and then trapped in a water gap along Karacha’s eastward propagating nose, whereas the river is undeflected by the Kara Too structure. We interpret this geometry to indicate that the growth of Karacha post-dates that of Kara Too. The small fold to the west of Kara Too (fold 5, Fig. 18) exposes Palaeozoic bedrock along its backlimb. The youngest folds to the north and south of the Gory Baybeiche only expose Cenozoic strata, are readily crossed by the At Bashi River; Gory Baybeiche; KR, Karacha; KT, Kara Too; DA, Dsilan Arik.
by small rivers and have low (<500 m) structural and topographic relief. The fold to the north by Dašan Arik (Fig. 9a) displays tilted fluvial terraces in the forelimb of the fold, whereas, to the south, there are active faults bounding the south limb of the structure. Examples of river capture, highly asymmetric drainage basins and deflection of drainages (Fig. 18) attest to the dynamic nature of the drainage system in this actively deforming landscape.

DISCUSSION

Numerous models for the development of thrust-related folds have been recently described (e.g. Suppe, 1983; Jamison, 1987; Medwedeff, 1989; Suppe, 1992; Shaw & Suppe, 1994; Poblet & Hardy, 1995; Wackham, 1995; Vergés et al., 1996; Ford et al., 1997; Poblet et al., 1997; Suppe et al., 1997; Allmendinger, 1998), but most of these consider only two-dimensional cross-sections. Analysis of folds in three dimensions is considerably less common (Philip & Meghraoui, 1983; Medwedeff, 1992; Burbank et al., 1996a; Jackson et al., 1996; Mueller & Talling, 1997; Keller et al., 1998). Growing folds in the southern Naryn Basin of the Kyrgyz Tien Shan provide a natural laboratory in which the evolution of thrust-related folds can be documented. In many areas of the world, growing folds carry only readily erodible Cenozoic strata above local base level, such that the morphology of the fold is often obliterated by erosion soon after being raised above local base level. In the Tien Shan, the low-relief bedrock in the limbs of many folds guarantees their persistence as geomorphic entities, whereas the widespread unconformity that was bevelled across the Palaeozoic rocks provides a robust structural marker for tracking deformation.

During the initial stages of fold growth, slightly indurated Cenozoic strata are raised above local base level and subjected to erosion. The presence of multiple, closely spaced antecedent streams which transect such folds and the highly irregular topography of their emergent limbs attest to the rapid geomorphic modification of the initial structural shape. Although net erosion does not fully balance the rock uplift on these young structures, typically 20–40% of the volume above local base level has been eroded in these low-relief folds (Fig. 9). In contrast, emergent Palaeozoic bedrock on the fold flanks is far more persistent. Efficient erosional stripping of the mantle of Cenozoic strata reveals the folded unconformity surface that faithfully records the geometric shape of the backlimbs of the growing folds. Under the present climate conditions, the exposed unconformity surface is little dissected, even when it is exposed over vertical distances exceeding 1000 m. In such cases, the present topographic surface also defines much of the fold geometry.

Our reconstruction of the sequence of deformation relies on assumptions about the geomorphic evolution of folds in the Tien Shan. Of particular importance are the sequential steps through which surface processes strip the Cenozoic strata off the unconformity surface and then dissect the Palaeozoic bedrock (Fig. 5). Given the fact that the Cenozoic strata were 5 km thick in this region, an alternative hypothesis can be envisaged: the rivers responded to geometries of folding in the Cenozoic strata far above the unconformity surface and have simply been ‘let down’ on to the already folded Palaeozoic rocks. In this scenario, the wind and water gaps found today in the Palaeozoic rocks would result simply from competition among drainages on a passive landscape that had already been deformed, rather than a record of the continued growth of these structures. We argue against this interpretation for the following reasons. The slopes of the floors of the wind gaps and of the fluvial terraces within them are sufficiently steep to suggest they have been deformed since abandonment. Even small rivers commonly maintain their courses across folds of Cenozoic strata, so that their deflection appears to result from encounters with the deforming Palaeozoic rocks. The ease of stripping of the Cenozoic strata, in combination with the magnitude of structural relief on the unconformity surface (>7 km), dictates that the Palaeozoic rocks would have emerged as geomorphic entities during deformation, not after it. Seismicity and apparently recent faulting indicates that several of the major bedrock structures are still active.

Several intriguing aspects of these bedrock-involved folds emerge from this study. When the amplitude of the structures is only a few hundred metres, the unconformity surface can be continuously and smoothly traced over the fold crest into both limbs. All of the larger structures have high-angle reverse faults at their crests or forelimbs, and it is usually impossible to trace the unconformity within the footwall. Cenozoic strata in the footwall adjacent to the faults typically dip steeply to the south and indicate considerable folding prior to fault propagation to the surface. The backlimbs of each fold display remarkably uniform dips along strike, suggesting that the underlying causative fault maintains a consistent geometry along its length as it propagates laterally and vertically. Where there is more than one fault cutting the fold crest or backlimb, the backlimb dip angles, although highly consistent within the region affected by a given fault, vary strongly between regions associated with different faults (Fig. 13).

It is presently unknown how much limb thinning or thickening occurs in these folds or precisely how the shape and amplitude of the fold is related to displacement on the underlying faults. We suggest that, because the backlimb dips are so laterally persistent, the fault geometry is also laterally persistent. Therefore, even though the fault geometry is not well defined, the relative displacement on these faults can be assessed using the magnitude of deformation of the folds formed above them.

In many fold-and-thrust belts, weak units in former passive margin successions are exploited as detachment horizons (Baker et al., 1988; DeCelles et al., 1993) and, in many cases, the ramps step-up into the foreland-basin fill, such that the young folds involve only synorogenic
strata (Davis et al., 1989; Shaw & Suppe, 1994; Burbank et al., 1996c). This is clearly not the case here, where upper crustal thrusting occurs on ramps that extend many kilometres into the crust (Mellors et al., 1997). Perhaps this is attributable to the Palaeozoic orogenies which created complex bedrock geometries (Burtman, 1975; USSR ANKsAMoG, 1980) in which there are no regionally persistent, rheologically weak layers in a favourable orientation to be exploited by propagating faults. Although the obvious rheological contrast between the Cenozoic strata and the Palaeozoic bedrock could be utilized, it is not the primary detachment surface here.

Simple models and some field studies from other areas (Dawers & Anders, 1995) suggest that the shortening integrated across multiple folds and faults can serve to smooth regional variations in displacement. Although strong variations in fold amplitude and shortening can exist along strike for any given fold, the suite of en echelon faulted folds in the southern Naryn Basin provides evidence for a transfer of shortening among adjacent structures that smoothes the overall displacement variations perpendicular to the fold axes. Whereas the tips of these en echelon folds are propagating past each other, other folds, such as at Gory Baybeshe, appear to have developed along strike from each other and to have linked up during growth. Such linkage also serves to smooth displacement variations along strike.

Fold-and-thrust belts have traditionally been viewed as migrating systematically away from the hinterland in space and time. It has also been common to envisage that only one of these was active at a time and that deformation transferred to a new structure only when shortening died or waned on previously active structure. Although recognition of synchronous and out-of-sequence thrusting (Martini et al., 1988; Morley, 1988; Vergeés & Mutinou, 1990, Boyer, 1992; Burbank et al., 1992; DeCelles et al., 1995) and the predictions of critically tapered wedge models (Davis et al., 1983; Dahlen & Suppe, 1988; Dahlen, 1990; Willett, 1992; Willett et al., 1993; Mack & Duncan, 1998) under conditions of nonuniform erosion indicate that thrust sequencing is not uniformly away from the hinterland, the specification of the actual sequence of initiation and motion of thrusts is often difficult to document (Meigs, 1997). Here in the Naryn and At Bashi basins, out reconstruction of the structural evolution suggests that deformation is distributed in space, that multiple structures are active simultaneously and that the initiation of deformation does not migrate systematically across the basin.

The distributed shortening in this small region of the Tien Shan may be representative at the scale of the entire range of the way in which shortening is accommodated. Almost every range front is characterized by thrust fault scarps indicating recent displacement and the Cenozoic strata within many basins are being disrupted by growing structures. The accommodation of convergence between the Tarim Basin and the Kazakh platform by shortening on multiple structures is consistent both with the modern geodetic data and with the recent seismicity (Roecker et al., 1993; Abdralkhmatov et al., 1996, Ghose et al., 1996, 1998; Mellors et al., 1997). Modern deformation in other fold-and-thrust belts suggests that distributed shortening and coeval displacement may be common phenomena (Seeber et al., 1981, Davis et al., 1989, Hauksson, 1990). Accurate calculation of shortening across these folds, assessment of rates of deformation and their contribution to the geodetically determined rate of 20 mm yr$^{-1}$ of shortening across the entire Tien Shan, and better documentation of subsurface fault geometries await further study.

**CONCLUSIONS**

We have documented the growth of a suite of thrust-related folds bounding the modern Naryn Basin in the central Tien Shan. Their development parititioned a formerly, much larger depositional basin into two modern subbasins which are dominated by erosion. The geomorphic evolution of these folds is strongly dependent on the particular stratigraphy of the Kyrgyz Tien Shan: ≈ 5 km of Cenozoic strata overlying a regionally extensive unconformity cut across rocks deformed in two Palaeozoic orogenies. The contrast in erosion between these two units permits the relative preservation of both the Cenozoic strata and the unconformity surface to be used as proxies for the geomorphic age of a structure. Along the length of a fold, systematic changes in the dissecion of the stratigraphy and in fold amplitude correlate with the lateral propagation of the underlying causative faults. Uniform dips of the backlimbs of a given fold suggest remarkably consistent fault geometries along strike. By equating the geomorphic age with a relative geological age, we define a deformational sequence that includes both break-forward and break-back thrusting, rather than a systematic progression of deformation in one direction. Such a sequence is consistent with the broadly distributed seismicity and the presence of multiple, late Pleistocene to Holocene faults within and adjacent to the ranges of the Tien Shan.
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